Postdoctoral fellowships available in Mechanisms of Maternal-Fetal Immune Tolerance in Pregnancy.

Postdoctoral fellowships are available in Drs. Jack Strominger and Tamara Tilburgs laboratories at Harvard University in the department of Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology, Cambridge, MA. The central theme of our lab is to investigate how maternal immune cells at the maternal-fetal interface establish tolerance to fetal antigens while at the same time maintaining immunity to viral and bacterial infections.

The primary aim of the postdoctoral fellow is to contribute to an active and innovative research program focused on role of regulatory T cells and HLA-G+ extravillous trophoblasts in the development of spontaneous preterm birth. The ideal candidate will be highly productive scientists highly motivated to work in immunology including immune regulation, flow cytometry and general molecular and cellular biology. Experience with high resolution imaging or system biology and computational analysis of large genomic datasets is a plus. We offer a highly collaborative and top-quality biomedical science environment. Positions have become available to start as soon as possible. Salary is on the NIH scale, $47,476 in the 1st year plus benefits.
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Applicants should send a letter describing clear motivation, curriculum vitae and names and addresses of two to three references to:

Jack L. Strominger, MD and Tamara Tilburgs, Ph.D.
Higgins Research Professor of Biochemistry Research Associate
E-mail: JLStrom@FAS.Harvard.edu E-mail: Tilburgs@FAS.Harvard.edu